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7.1 Introduction  
The identified tectonically active regions, as described in Chapters 4 and 5, 

were evaluated regarding the presence of lithologies and lineaments (see Chapter 

6). In those chapters Earth observational data and several geomorphic indices 

were used to determine and evaluate any tectonically active zones. The need to 

verify the extracted outcomes in field was essential. For that reason as it will be 

described in this chapter, geophysical measurements were used in this thesis to 

verify lineaments/faults that were identified, within tectonically active zones (see 

Chapter 6), by either the lineament analysis of the satellite imagery or being 

recorded in the geological map (IGME, 1971). The geophysical measurements 

were acquired during June-July of 2008 (Fig. 7.1). Due to the mountainous and 

inaccessible nature of the region, the establishment of geophysical measurements 

can be time consuming and as a consequence increasing the expenses. For the 

particular terrain needed to be examined in this study, an alternative low cost and 

portable for quicker measurements geophysical method is the most appropriate. 

For that reason in this research the selection of VLF geophysical method provides 

the most suitable reconnaissance tool to be considered for the recognition of fault 

zones (see advantages below). The selected sites in the field were the ones that 

met the following criteria: i) the VLF signal could be acquired from the transmitters; 

ii) drainage basin analysis considered these sites to be within tectonically active 

regions (see Chapters 4 & 5) and; iii) the satellite imagery or geological map of 

IGME revealed a lineament/fault presence (see Chapter 6). The geophysical VLF 

measurements were accomplished along profiles that ranged in length from 500 m 

to 5 km and traversed a variety of geological terrains (e.g. fault scarps, valley floor 

alluvial, buried faults) from fault zones to zones of low tectonic activity or inactive 

ones. The selection of the particular profiles was based on: i) the need to traverse 

as many fault zones as possible; ii) traverse regions with less structural 

information (needed to be mapped for comparison with tectonically active zones) 

and; iii) the approach of difficult accessibility sites in the study region (e.g. steep 

slopes and no road access nearby) to emphasize the usefulness of the portable 

VLF geophysical technique in non accessible regions against other geophysical 
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techniques,  which require the installation of a set of equipment (not easily 

transportable). 

 

 
Fig. 7.1: Acquisition of geophysical measurements with the VLF equipment in the 

field. 

 

7.2 Background 
Electromagnetic geophysical methods, such as VLF, reveal the distribution 

of conductivity in the subsurface and are widely used for investigating mineral (e.g. 

Barbour & Thrulow, 1982; Batayneh, 2001; Eze, 2004), groundwater (e.g. McNeill 

& Labson, 1991; Benson, 1997; Boubekraoui et al., 1998; Hautot et al., 2002; 

Sharma, 2005), geological (e.g. Fischer et al., 1983; Sinha and Hayles, 1988; 

Sinha, 1989; McNeill & Labson, 1991; Bastani & Persson, 2004; Pedersen et al., 

2008) and geothermal features (e.g. Lagios and Apostolopoulos, 1995; Daud et 

al., 2000; Bruno et al., 2000; Drahor & Berge, 2006; Zlotnicki, 2006). Due to the 

rough morphology of the study area and the difficult access by road, the 

electromagnetic geophysical method that was applied in this study was the Very 

Low Frequency (VLF) technique. Very Low Frequency (VLF) surveys are used for 

geological mapping, particularly the identification of fracture zones or faults 
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(Parasnis, 1973; Hautot et al., 2002; Sharma, 2005; Oskooi, 2005). In VLF surveys 

one of the major tasks is to interpret the acquired electromagnetic data from 

profiles cutting vertical structures such as faults (Zlotnicki et al., 2006). VLF has 

been used successfully for prospecting conductive minerals or mapping fractured 

zones resistivity contrast since the 1960s and 1970s (Paal, 1965; Parasnis, 1973). 

Zlotnicki et al. (2006), by using VLF surveys, identified active faults in the active 

island arc volcano of Guadeloupe (Soufriere), helping to the evaluation of 

hydrothermal activity in the region. In the tectonically active region of Anatolia, 

Turkey, the consideration of VLF surveys was a helpful tool to the identification of 

fault zones for the characterization of the region’s geothermal system (Drahor & 

Berge, 2006). VLF makes use of radio transmitters established around the world, 

broadcasting very low frequency single wavelengths (15-30 kHz). Several authors 

recently developed quantitative modeling of VLF data, enhancing the potential of 

the technique (Guerin et al., 1994; Beamish, 1994, 2000; Kaikkonen and Sharma, 

1998; Persson, 2001; Oskooi, 2005; Sharma, 2005; Pedersen et al., 2008). The 

quantitative modeling provides a much better representation of the initial acquired 

raw data by the VLF equipment and offers a much better comprehension of the 

data outputs due to the better visual benefits. 

 
7.2.1 VLF principles 

VLF surveys are useful for detecting long, straight electrical conductors, 

such as faults or fracture systems, either as discontinuities, voids or filled with 

water or clay (Zlotnicki, 2006). Electromagnetic waves (that create the primary 

horizontal EM field and propagate into the ground) induce an electric current into 

any subsurface conductor that comes into contact. The exact behaviour of the 

induced or secondary currents flowing in the buried conductor depends upon the 

conductance and the inductance of the circuit. A secondary magnetic field is thus 

generated whose lines of force are concentric around the current source (Eze, 

2004). The production of magnetic fields, in the 15-30 kHz range, is detected at 

great distances (many 1000s of km), by VLF military radio transmitters (Fraser, 

1969; Vallee, 1992; Pedersen et al., 2006). The EM field can be used in 
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geophysical exploration because the field survey is simple: only a search coil is 

required. The magnetic component tilt angle measurements are accomplished at 

stations along a survey line. The survey line is orthogonal to the azimuth of the 

radio transmitter. 

The advantages of VLF are: a) light portable equipment; b) easy and rapid 

measurements covering a large area; c) no intrusive ground contact required and; 

d) more effective with hard rock areas relatively to other electrical methods. The 

disadvantages are: a) only station measurements; b) poor functionality in 

horizontal layers of soil and rock with very few fractures or if the soil is electrically 

conductive; c) the axis of fracture must be oriented approximately toward the VLF 

transmitter; d) it is susceptible to interference from nearby metal pipes, power 

lines, cables, fences, vehicles or possible loss of signal from the VLF transmitter 

and; e) it provides relatively shallow measurements (Wright, 1988; McNeill & 

Labson, 1991).  

 
7.2.2 Basic types of VLF data interpretation 

In the first place, raw data collected in the field can be interpreted without 

further data reduction. By plotting the “real” and “imaginary” components of the 

magnetic field versus distance along a traverse profile, zones of high electrical 

conductivity can be revealed.  

In several cases, these curves can be very difficult to be interpreted, so, 

filtering techniques can be used to enhance data and make tilt-angle crossovers 

easier to identify. The well known filtering methods such as the Fraser filter and 

the Karous-Hjelt filter can be applied. The Fraser filter simply converts tilt-angle 

crossovers into peaks (Fraser, 1969; Karous & Hjelt, 1983). 

The “real” and “imaginary” parts are the ones presented in the graphical 

plots (using SECTOR software) and their interpretation can specify the different 

types of VLF data that can be acquired. The “real” part will always show a positive 

peak above a conductor, while the “imaginary” part can show as well as a positive 

or negative peak, depending on the conditions of the overburden layer. Below 
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notice some types of VLF data associated with fault/fracture zones (Fig. 7.2 a, b) 

(Abem Wadi manual).  

 

 
 
 
Fig. 7.2 (a): The fault/fractured zone, is identified on the “real” part as an 

anomalous curve. In the “imaginary” part no anomaly is detected (values close to 

0). This is observed in conductive zones, characterized by high resistivity filled 

material. This plot is typical for representing a fault/fracture zone with a fresh water 

filled structure. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.2 (b): The fault/fractured zone is identified on the “real” part as an 

anomalous curve. In the “imaginary” part there is a symmetrical anomaly detected 

in the negative values. This is due to the presence of good conductive zones. This 

plot is typical for representing a fault/fracture zone with a saline water filled 

structure. 
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. 
7.2.3 VLF survey equipment 

The VLF equipment used was a portable geophysical tool developed by the 

ABEM-WADI company. It consists of three components: i) the hand-held controller 

unit; ii) the measuring unit with battery section and; iii) the antenna unit (see Fig. 

7.3).  

 

 
Fig. 7.3: The VLF equipment and the individual components. 

 
7.2.4 Initial raw data in SECTOR software 
 The acquired raw data are imported into SECTOR software to determine 

the basic types of VLF data interpretation, as explained above. The acquired raw 

data after being imported into SECTOR software are evaluated in terms of noise 

presence. Filters such as Fraser and Karous-Hjelt are applied to reduce any noise 

and prepare the data for the next stage that was the 2D modelling representation 

of the data, as presented further below. The interpretation revealed that partially 

the VLF data contained noise either from artificial (e.g. electrical cables presence 

nearby) or natural sources (e.g. no strong VLF signal presence due to 

topography). Data with a lot of noise was removed for noise reduction, while the 

rest of the data was filtered (e.g. Fraser and Karous-Hjelt). These filtering 

methods, as referred earlier in this chapter, were applied in order to identify VLF 

anomalies and tilt angle crossovers as peaks (Fraser, 1969; Karous & Hjelt, 1983). 

The filtered data, within the SECTOR software, was interpreted for identification of 

fracture and fault zones. A profile figure is presented below as a sample, showing 
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recognised faults (Fig. 7.4) (for further figures see “7.3 Results” section & 

Appendix II). As far as the figure 7.4, the faults can be recognisable by observing 

the “real” and “imaginary” parts to fit with the described types of VLF data (see Fig. 

7.2 a, b) mentioned above: i) in the case of a good conductor (e.g. fracture zone) 

where the anomaly in the filtered imaginary part can be symmetrical to the 

anomaly of the filtered real part (see red arrow in Fig. 7.4) and; ii) in the case of a 

high resistivity structure (e.g. water filled fracture zone) where the filtered 

imaginary part is much smaller (close to 0) than the filtered real part (see green 

arrow in Fig. 7.4). The overall interpretation is based on the filtered real part which 

has always positive values over a conductor. On the other hand the imaginary 

filtered part can obtain either negative or positive peaks and it’s more difficult to 

interpret as depends on the conditions of the overburden layer. 

   
Fig. 7.4: The raw data as presented in SECTOR software with the faults 

determination by filtered real and imaginary part observation (left image) and 

vertical cross section from the actual profile with the depth and the dipping 

direction of the fracture zone being depicted (right image). 
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7.2.5   2D inversion processing and modelling of VLF data  
The reason that the processing and modelling of the VLF data is useful in 

this study is that the 2D modelling provides a quite recently developed technique 

where much better visualization and interpretation of the VLF data can be 

determined against the old fashioned SECTOR software option. The initial raw 

data of the VLF geophysical survey measurements needed to be firstly processed 

and then modelled. As explained earlier, the acquired raw data was imported into 

SECTOR software to evaluate and analyse the VLF data. The raw data, where 

needed was filtered, as described above. The new filtered data was then used to 

acquire information about the resistivity variation at depth, using 2D inversion 

codes, such as the Rebocc code (Siripunvaraporn and Egbert, 2000; Pedersen 

and Engels 2005). Within the Rebocc code, the Earth is divided into many discrete 

cells of unknown conductivity and iterative inverse techniques are used (Pedersen 

et al., 2008). After calculation of the first model responses, comparison with the 

initial measurements detects differences that are reduced by changing the model 

in an iterative sense. As soon as the processed data fits within a specific range, 

first the initial measurements, then the iterations are completed. The model 

operates effectively by being forced to vary smoothly. This is achieved by finding 

the resistivity distribution which contains the minimum complexity of structure 

fitting the data, which presents sharp ground resistivity boundaries as smooth 

transitional boundaries in the model (Sohlenius, 2009).  

The output VLF modelling reflects the properties of the subsurface, by 

presenting the variations of ground electrical resistivity (Sohlenius, 2009). Such 

codes were initially designed for low frequency magnetotelluric data, but they 

proved to be effective for high frequency VLF-data (Pedersen et al., 2008). The 2D 

inversion can be applied in quite few geophysical datasets to identify fracture 

zones (e.g. Linde & Pedersen, 2004; Mekkawi et al., 2005; Korja et al., 2008; 

Persson et al., 2011). The 2D inversion of the VLF-data in this study was carried 

out using a module developed at Uppsala University (Siripunvaraporn & Egbert, 

2000; Kalscheuer, 2008). The modelling allows the single frequency data to 

differentiate shallow and deep conductors in the ground (Persson, 2001; Pedersen 
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et al., 2008). Further details on the 2D inverse modelling of VLF data can be found 

in Kalscheuer (2008). The acquisition, filtering and modelling of the VLF data in 

this research was accomplished under the supervision of Dr. Mehrdad Bastani 

from the Uppsala University, Sweden. 

 
7.3 Results 

 
7.3.1 Geophysical analysis 
 The acquisition of the VLF surveys was accomplished in regions 

characterised by tectonically active control, as determined by earlier chapters (e.g 

Chapters 4 & 5). As mentioned in the “7.1 Introduction” section above, the aim of 

the geophysical measurements was used in this thesis to verify faults that were 

identified by the lineament analysis of the satellite imagery or recorded in the 

geological map (IGME, 1971) on Chapter 6. In order to identify these structures 

the VLF profile surveys had to transverse these structures, as presented in Fig.7.5 

a, b). The landscape in these regions is quite mountainous and not accessible to 

road network (see Fig. 7.6). The overview of the VLF survey profiles with regard to 

identified lineaments/faults and the identified faults location by the VLF data, using 

SECTOR software, are presented in Fig. 7.7, while detailed zoom in visualization 

on survey profiles are presented below. 
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Fig. 7.5 a, b: The locations of VLF profile surveys (sites a & b) overlain on the 

Landat TM8 panchromatic band. Inset map in (a) shows the location of sites with 

regard to the study region. 
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Fig. 7.6: Overview of study area landscape where the VLF measurements were 

acquired.  
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Fig. 7.7: The overview of the VLF survey profiles with regard to identified 

lineaments/faults and the identified faults location by the VLF data, using SECTOR 

software. 
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7.3.2 Initial raw data in SECTOR software 
 The acquired raw VLF data from the field was exported in SECTOR 

software, while filtering with filters and noise reduction were performed for better 

interpretation of the results. The following figures represent the VLF survey profiles 

transverse to identified lineaments/faults and present the actual location of these 

structures as recognised by the VLF data. The graph plots of the two magnetic 

components of VLF data and the interpreted identified faults or access to fracture 

zones are also presented with black arrows in Figure 7.8 a,b,c,d,e and f. The 

identification of faults is based on the “Basic types of VLF data interpretation” 

section described earlier. Some variations on the aforementioned basic types of 

VLF data can be observed in few cases (see as an example “Profile 1”). This can 

be explained by the access to a fracture zone but due to the fact that the VLF 

survey profile is not totally transverse to the conductor (fault/fracture zone), the 

values of the “imaginary” part start increasing away from zero values at some 

point. On the other hand the “real” part keeps its positive values. To reduce the 

amount of graph plot data to be presented below only the “Profile 1” is selected as 

a sample profile in order to involve additional vertical cross sections from the 

actual profile of the regions where water bearing fracture/fault zones can be 

detected (see Fig. 7.8 a & Appendix II, Fig.13). In the vertical cross sections the 

grayish depicts the water filled regions, while whitish regions indicate the 

fault/fracture zones.      
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Fig. 7.8 (a) to (f): The graph plots of the two magnetic components of VLF data 

(real and imaginary part) and the interpreted identified faults, either confident faults 

(blue arrows) or possible faults (red arrows). 
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Based on the geophysical images (see figures 7.7 and 7.8) the 

conventional VLF method (by applying a simple Fraser filter and displaying the 

real and imaginary part of the signal) proved very efficient as a tool for depicting 

fracture zones and validates the tectonic maps interpreted from pre-processing of 

satellite images. From the 37 lineament/fault structures that were identified by the 

satellite imagery and DEM analysis, 31 were detected by the VLF geophysical 

measurements. Only 6 lineaments that were detected by the satellite imagery and 

DEM analysis were not found by VLF survey. This may be due to noise in the VLF 

data and/or locational errors. In addition, another 10 lineament/fault structures 

identified by VLF geophysical measurements were not detected by satellite 

imagery and DEM analysis. This is probably due to their correspondence to 

smaller faults (less than 300m in length), resulting to inadequate detection by 

Earth observational data as a consequence of satellite-based spatial resolution. 

The overall mismatch observed between the faults on the 1971 map, the 

lineaments extracted from the Landsat ETM+ imagery and the location of faults 

detected by the VLF surveys, are placed within a range of less than 70 m (see 

VLF figures 7.8 (a) to (f)). This implies a reasonably good fitting to the actual 

lineaments/faults at the scale of the present study. 

 
7.3.3  2D inversion of VLF data and modelling 

The VLF surveys were carried out in regions characterised by higher rates 

of tectonic uplift and by mapped E-W to NW-SE faults (Fig. 7.7). These known 

regions are located on the western coast of the study area (where the highest 

tectonic deformation occurs) (see inset map in Fig. 7.5 a). The aim is to detect 

conductive zones that are associated with possible active tectonic features 

identified on satellite imagery and geological maps. Profiles extracted from 2D 

inversion modelling of the VLF data discriminate effectively the fracture zones and 

validate faults identified by the satellite imagery or geological maps (Fig. 7.9 and 

Appendix II, Fig. 14). The 2D inversion modelling of the VLF data offers an 

overview distribution of the resistivity values, so small faults detected in SECTOR 
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software might not represent a significant fracture zone in the 2D graph plots 

below. 

The high resistivity values in the 2D inversion modelling imply to the 

bedrock mass presence, while the lower resistivity values indicate the conductive 

regions where the fault/fracture zones are found. In few cases such as Profile 3 

the possible fracture zone might be filled by clay material and as a consequence 

not representing a water bearing fracture zone like in most of the other profile 

cases. 
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Fig. 7.9: Sample of VLF data after 2D inversion modelling (with fracture zones, faults and bedrock depicted). Transition from low-

conductivity values to high-conductivity values, indicates the discrimination between fracture zones and bedrock. Longitudinal 

profiles were extracted utilising DEMs. The plot diagrams depict abrupt breaks of slope and faults indicated with black arrows. 
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It should be noted that the 2D inversion of VLF data as presented in this 

section, was originally applied by Pedersen and Engels (2005) and Sohlenius 

(2009) and is still in continuous revision to improve the modelling. Since no 

topographic corrections were incorporated in the modelling and the resolution 

analysis of the resultant tomographic images is under progressive examination, 

the 2D modelling of VLF data can sometimes fail as a validation tool. To define by 

2D modelling a fully 3D problem (especially in geophysics) is not always possible 

due to limitations of 2D inversion of geophysical data and numerical instabilities 

(solution of nonlinear systems). Every inverse problem suffers from an inherent 

ambiguity, or non uniqueness (Parker 1977). As a result, the application of 2D 

inverse modelling to VLF data in this research was not fully successful. This may 

well be attributable to the complexity of the study area but is nevertheless 

regarded to be a worthwhile exercise.  

 

7.4 Ground truthing of surface lineaments 

Ground truthing surveys were performed in the areas where the 

geomorphic indices indicated tectonic activity and the VLF surveys validated the 

presence of fracture zones that were identified by the digital image data (Fig. 

7.10). The ground truthing is not exhaustive as the aim in this research is its 

application only for validating some fault structures identifies by Earth 

observational data and VLF survey profiles. The ground truthing field surveys 

found that fault activity was associated with breccia, slickenlines and offset 

Quaternary deposits of alluvium and colluvium (Fig. 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13). Exposed 

fault scarps are presented in figures 7.14 a, b and 7.15, while Figure 7.14 c shows 

the carbonate Tripolis nappe superimposed over the Phyllite-quartzite series. 

Folding and en-enchelon faulting were also observed in site 2 (Fig. 7.14 d, e, i). 
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Fig. 7.10: The sites where ground truthing was performed. 
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Fig. 7.14: a) Fault scarps exposed and linked to each other under the same active 

fault on an E-W strike (Site 1); b) Fault scarp exposed parallel to the fault scarp in 

(a); c) The carbonate of Tripolis nappe superimposed over the Phyllite- quartzite 

series (Site 1); d,e) Folds related to nappe emplacement, exposed in Site 2; f,g,h) 
Fault breccia and slickenlines exposed in Site 2; i) En echelon ENE-WSW fault 

set, both normal and reverse slip (Site 2). 
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Fig. 7.15: Fault scarps (red circles) exposed in the south of the study region close 

to Cape Krios (Site 2). 
 
 
7.5  Discussion 

The mountainous and inaccessible regions of the study area were ideal for 

a geophysical method, such as the portable VLF equipment, to be performed. The 

VLF geophysical survey profiles were acquired in order to validate fracture zones 

identified by the Earth observational data. A number of previously mapped and 

unmapped lineaments identified by digital image data (see Chapter 6) were 

selected in order to be tested through field verification by geological mapping and 

VLF geophysical measurements.  

The relatively new technique of 2D VLF modelling was used successfully to 

justify lineament/fault structures mapped from the satellite imagery and DEM data. 

Conductive zones corresponding to fracture zones were discriminated and located 

within a relatively tolerated range, in comparison to the Earth observational data. 

In general, the Very Low Frequency (VLF) profile surveys were applied 

successfully in this research for the determination and validation of fracture zones 

or faults recognized by satellite imagery data. In that sense VLF technique 

provided a helpful tool to the identification of fault zones for the characterization of 
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the region’s tectonic regime. This is in accordance with other studies such as 

Parasnis (1973), Oskooi (2005), Zlotnicki et al. (2006) and Drahor & Berge (2006), 

which applied successfully VLF survey measurements to interpret the acquired 

electromagnetic data from profiles cutting vertical structures, such as faults. 

VLF is used primarily as a reconnaissance tool to identify anomalous areas 

for further investigation and for that purpose proved to be a reliable tool in this 

research. Despite that there are few disadvantages of VLF as reported also earlier 

in this chapter (see section “VLF principles”). Such issues indicate some 

limitations of this technique. The method is contingent upon a powerful source 

having a good signal to noise ratio and whether the transmitter is located along 

strike when measuring tilt angles and perpendicular to strike when measuring 

resistivity of the conductor. Such conditions cannot be always fulfilled either by not 

acquiring strong signal by a selective transmitter along strike or being able to 

traverse across the conductive material perpendicular due to topography. As a 

consequence the VLF data can represent outcomes where profiles might cut 

vertical structures, such as faults, but with some uncertainty about the accurate 

estimation whether the conductive material represents a fracture zone. In order to 

overwhelm such an issue other geophysical methods (e.g. electromagnetic) can 

be applied in these sites of uncertainty or comparison with other data regarding 

validation aspects can be used. 
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8.1 GIS-based multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) modeling for 
assessment of local neotectonic control  
 
Introduction 
 This chapter examines key features of the various datasets presented in 

earlier chapters. This concluding study aims to extract a final spatial distribution 

map regarding the assessment of neotectonic activity using multi-criteria decision 

analysis (MCDA). Spatial multi-criteria decision problems usually consist of a set 

of feasible decision criteria being evaluated on the basis of multiple, conflicting and 

disproportionate criteria (Boroushaki & Malczewski, 2008).  

Many spatial decision problems have been examined using GIS-based 

multi-criteria decision analysis (GIS-MCDA) (Laaribi et al. 1996; Malczewski 1999; 

Thill 1999; Chakhar & Martel 2003; Drobne & Lisec 2009). Consisting of two 

approaches (GIS and MCDA) that can benefit each other, GIS-based MCDA 

integrates and transforms geographical data and value judgments to obtain overall 

assessment of the decision criteria (Malczewski, 1999, 2006). There is a growing 

interest in incorporating GIS capability with MCDA processes (Malczewski, 2006). 

GIS-based MCDA during the last decade became an attractive method for spatial 

planning and management (Joerin et al., 2001; Karnatak, et al., 2007; Chen et al., 

2007; Chen et al., 2009). MCDA can be considered as a tool for a decision maker 

to give solutions to a decision issue that needs to take into account several 

aspects.  

In a GIS-based MCDA each GIS database layer contains the attribute 

values assigned to the criteria and each criterion (cell or polygon) is related to the 

higher-level elements (attributes) (Boroushaki & Malczewski, 2008). There are two 

fundamental classes of GIS decision rules: i) Boolean overlay operators and; ii) 

weighted summation procedures (Janssen & Rietveld, 1990; Eastman, 1997; 

Heywood et al., 2002; O’Sullivan & Unwin, 2003; Malczewski & Rinner, 2005). The 

efficient use of the MCDA approach in decision analysis issues depends on the 

order weights selection. The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), which is based 
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on the additive weighting model, can be used to obtain the essential order weights 

(Saaty, 1977; Saaty & Vargas, 1991).   

The AHP method can be distinguished in two ways regarding its 

employment within the GIS environment. Initially, it can be used to derive the 

importance weights associated with criterion map layers. Those weights can be 

aggregated with the criterion map layers, as in other weighted combination 

methods (Drobne & Lisec 2009). This approach is of particular importance for 

spatial decision problems with a large number of criteria, which makes it difficult to 

complete pairwise comparisons of the criteria (Eastman et al., 1993; Marinoni, 

2004). Later, the AHP method can be used to combine the priority for all levels of 

the hierarchical structure, including the level representing criteria. The major 

advantage of incorporating MCDA techniques into such procedures is that the 

analysts can use of value evaluation judgments in GIS-based decision making 

procedures. 

 
8.2 Background 

Studies of geomorphic indices have been described in earlier chapters of 

this thesis, Chapter 4 & 5, focused on use of indices in particular settings, such as 

a drainage basin or mountain front. Apart from the stream length-gradient index 

(SL), most of the indices are not spatially analyzed over a setting in the majority of 

the existing studies. Only few recent studies attempted to provide a spatial 

distribution representation of tectonic activity (Hamdouni et al., 2008; Alipoor et al., 

2011). These particular studies evaluated a number of geomorphic indices to 

extract a final index for the assessment of active tectonics in southern Spain and 

SW Iran respectively. In this part of the research a GIS-based multi-criteria 

decision analysis (MCDA) approach is evaluated to depict the spatial distribution 

of neotectonic activity, based on thematic layer maps.  

GIS-based MCDA analysis is used in a wide range of decision and 

management situations (such as environment planning and ecology management, 

transportation, urban and regional planning, forestry, housing and real estate 

management). In natural hazard assessment, a section fitting the interests of this 
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research, the majority of MCDA studies find application in land suitability and 

geohazard assessment. During the last decade there have been many GIS-based 

MCDA studies regarding flood risk, landslides, landuse and erosion risk (e.g. 

Chung and Leclerc, 1994; Mendoza, 1997; Barredo et al., 2000; Joerin et al., 

2001; Ayalew et al., 2004; Marinoni, 2004; Komac, 2006; Akgün and Bulut, 2007; 

Yalcin, 2007; Thinh & Vogel, 2007; Sinha et al., 2008; Vogel, 2008). As referred 

above little applicability is found in assessment of active tectonics (e.g. Hamdouni 

et al., 2008; Alipoor et al., 2011). This research aims to provide a GIS-based 

MCDA regarding neotectonics. Combination of GIS and MCDA is described below 

for the combination of criterion maps according to attribute values and the analysis 

of the preferences using a set of decision rules, in order to classify each unit into a 

suitability level and to acquire a neotectonic activity map. 

 
8.3 Methodology 

 In this research a GIS-based MCDA implementation is provided for the 

preparation of a neotectonic activity map for western Crete. The application of 

analytical hierarch process (AHP) and weighted linear combination (WLC) is 

considered in this research, based on construction of several thematic maps 

created in earlier chapters. Each map represents a factor that can be associated 

with tectonics; for each factor a number of classes are determined. In WLC 

application the classes of the factors are standardized to a common numeric 

range. Their combination by means of a weighted average is then performed to 

extract the final neotectonic activity map.  

 

8.3.1 Data preparation 
 Nine classified thematic maps were selected as controlling factors to active 

tectonics assessment. These classified thematic maps consist of: i) amplitude 

relief; ii) normalized stream length-gradient; iii) slope; iv) lineament density; v) 

lineament frequency; vi) drainage density; vii) drainage frequency; viii) terrain 

wetness index and; ix) lithology. The influence of each factor in active tectonics 

assessment was described in earlier chapters. A brief description of the distinctive 
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criteria groups is provided in the following section. All spatial distribution maps to 

be overlaid are re-projected to the same spatial resolution (Boroushaki & 

Malczewski, 2008). The assignment of weights and rank values to the raster layers 

and their classes was performed by using AHP. The final products were based on 

WLC to multiply their classes with the corresponding weights and sum up their 

values to acquire a neotectonic activity thematic reclassified map (see details 

below).  
 

8.3.2 Criteria for assessment of neotectonic activity 
As mentioned above, there are a number of criteria for assessment of 

neotectonic activity. These can be morphotectonic, geomorphological and 

geological. The criteria significance was discussed in earlier chapters (Chapters 5 

& 6). The morphotectonic criteria consist of: i) amplitude relief (Ar) and; ii) 

normalized stream length- gradient (SLk). The geomorhological criteria consist of: 

i) slope; ii) terrain wetness index (TWI); iii) drainage density (Dd); iv) drainage 

frequency (F). The geological criteria consist of: i) lithology; ii) lineament density 

and; iii) lineament frequency. In recent studies utilization of morphotectonics, 

geomorphological, morphometric and topographic analyses are frequently used for 

active tectonics characterization (Della Seta et al., 2008; Alipoor et al., 2011).  

Based on the aforementioned spatial distribution maps, their interpretation 

and interrelationships can highlight neotectonically active zones with regard to the 

criteria provided by each extracted DEM derivative. Regions that can fit the 

following criteria are expected to be highlighted by the GIS-based MCDA: i) slope 

gradient being moderate to steep or very steep; ii) high values or alignment zones 

of the amplitude (Ar) parameter; iii) terrain wetness index (TWI) values 

characterised by regions with major ridges, steep slopes and V-shaped valleys 

and; iv) areas with low frequency and density values, can be characterized by 

potentially high neotectonic activity and; v) zones with high lineament density and 

lineament frequency to be highlighting regions under the higher influence of 

neotectonic control.  
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8.3.3 Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 
The AHP is a popular heuristic method which is based on the additive 

weighting model (Banai 1993; Wu 1998; Basnet et al. 2001; Zhu & Dale 2001). 

This method calculates the weighting factors associated with criterion map layers. 

That is achieved using a preference matrix where all identified relevant criteria are 

compared against each other with reproducible preference factors. GIS-based 

AHP became a commonly used method for decision making problems by analysts 

because of its ability to integrate a large amount of heterogeneous data. In 

addition it has the benefit to obtain the weights of enormous alternatives (criteria) 

(Chung and Leclerc, 1994; Mendoza, 1997; Joerin et al., 2001; Ayalew et al., 

2004; Marinoni, 2004; Thinh & Vogel, 2007; Sinha et al., 2008; Boroushaki & 

Malczewski, 2008; Vogel, 2008).  

The AHP method consists of three stages: (i) developing the AHP 

hierarchy; (ii) pairwise comparison of elements of the hierarchical structure and; 

(iii) constructing an overall priority rating. In the first stage, the decision problem is 

represented into a hierarchy that consists of the most important elements of the 

decision problem (i.e. main goal of the problem, criteria and plans). At the second 

stage, at each level of the hierarchy, a pairwise comparison of the matrices is 

performed from the point of view of their contribution to each other. The 

computation of the eigenvalues of this matrix of pairwise comparisons, allows the 

calculation of the value to be given to each comparison. At the last stage, the 

overall contribution of each action to the main goal is calculated by an aggregation 

of the weighted average type (Saaty, 1980; Dur, 2005). In the context of this 

research, a typical four level hierarchy of: i) goal; ii) objectives iii) attributes and; iv) 

alternatives (criteria) have been considered in order to demonstrate the spatial 

AHP procedure as proposed by Boroushaki & Malczewski (2008) (Fig. 8.1).  
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Fig. 8.1: Hierarchical structure of a four level spatial decision problem (modified 

after Boroushaki & Malczewski, 2008). 

 
 

The AHP method has been used in two distinctive ways within the GIS 

environment. First, it can be employed to derive the weights associated with 

attribute map layers. Then, the weights can be combined with the attribute map 

layers in a way similar to the weighted additive combination methods. This 

approach is of particular importance for problems involving a large number of 

criteria, when it is impossible to perform a pairwise comparison of the selective 

criteria (Eastman et al., 1993). Second, the AHP principle can be used to 

aggregate the priority for all levels of the hierarchy structure, including the level 

representing criteria. In this case, a relatively small number of criteria can be 

evaluated (Jankowski and Richard, 1994). 

 

8.3.4 Evaluation of criterion weights  
There are four basic techniques for the development of weights: i) pairwise 

comparison methods; ii) ranking methods; iii) rating methods and; iv) trade-off 

analysis methods (Malczewski, 1999). The pairwise comparison is the basic 
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measurement mode employed in the AHP procedure and that is considered in this 

research. It consists of three stages: i) developing a comparison matrix at each 

level of the hierarchy; ii) computation of the weights for each factor of the hierarchy 

and; iii) estimation of the consistency ratio. Within the pairwise comparison the 

thematic map layers are given a weighting value regarding the level of importance 

to each other. A matrix is constructed, where each criterion is compared with the 

other criteria, relative to its importance. These values are within the range from 1 

to 9, where 1 has equal preference between two factors, while 9 has a particular 

factor being extremely favored over the other. See Table 8.1 for scale values of 

pairwise comparison matrix (modified after Saaty, 1980). The sum of the set of 

factor weights in the pairwise comparison matrix must be one (Drobne et al., 

2009). 

 

Intensity of importance Definition 

1 Equal importance 

2 Equal to moderate importance 

3 Moderate importance 

4 Moderate to strong importance 

5 Strong importance 

6 Strong to very strong importance 

7 Very strong importance 

8 Very to extremely strong importance 

9 Extreme importance 

Table 8.1: Scale for pair-wise comparison matrix (modified after Saaty, 1980) 

 

The nine thematic maps created in earlier chapters are used as primary 

data. These datasets examine geological, geomorphological and morphotectonic 

aspects. The priority to be given regarding these aspects and their importance to 

the pairwise comparison matrix construction needs to be considered. The thematic 

maps referring to morphotectonic aspects are the amplitude relief (Ar) and 

normalized stream length-gradient (SLk). The thematic maps implying to 
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geomorphological aspects will be slope, terrain wetness index (TWI), drainage 

density (Dd) and drainage frequency (F). The thematic maps of geological aspects 

will refer to the lithology, the lineaments density and the lineaments frequency. 

Once the pairwise comparison matrix is obtained, there is a need to 

summarize the preferences so that each factor can be assigned a proper relative 

importance (from 1 to 9). Saaty (1977) introduced a consistency ratio CR, which is 

a comparison between the consistency index (Cl) and the random consistency 

index (Rl): CR= CI/ RI. 

The consistency ratio (CR) is useful to the evaluation of the consistency in 

the pairwise comparison. If the CR<0.1 then the ratio indicates a reasonable level 

of consistency in the pairwise comparison. On the other hand if CR>0.1, then the 

values of the ratio are indicative of inconsistent judgments. In the case of CR<0.1, 

the analyst needs to reconsider and revise the original values in the pairwise 

comparison matrix. 

 
8.3.5 Constructing an overall priority rating using weighted linear 
combination (WLC) 

The final stage is to aggregate the relative weights of objectives and 

attribute levels to produce composite weights. This is done by means of a 

sequence of multiplications of the matrices of relative weights at each level of 

hierarchy. Because the criteria values are comprised on different scales, a 

standardized approach of the factors is essential before their combination (Drobne 

& Lisec, 2009) 

The determination of weight of each factor can be achieved by ranking and 

rating. In ranking, the factors are ranked regarding the number of sub-factors with 

the highest value implying to more important and the lowest value to least 

important. For example, if there are have 3 factors: factors are ranked with 1, 2 & 

3, where 1 is the least important while 3 is the most important. Then the rating is 

performed to each factor using percentile. The factor with the highest ranking 

value, acquires higher percentage as more important, while lowest ranking value 
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gets lower percentage as the least important. The equation for ranking values 

standardization is:  

N’ ij= N ij / N jmax * standardized range,  

where N’ ij is the standardized rank value for the ith class for the jth factor, N ij is the 

primary rank value, N j
max is the maximum rank value and standardized range 

equals to 100 (to achieve integer numbers).  

Once the criterion scores for each factor have been standardized and 

weights have been computed, the WLC method is the simplest method that 

aggregates criteria to form a single final score of evaluation (Voogd, 1983; 

Malczewski, 2000; Ayalew et al., 2004). Accordingly to WLC the classes of the 

factors need to be standardized to a common numeric range, as described above. 

In the WLC method each weighted criterion from the pairwise comparison is 

multiplied by its standardized rank value weight and the results are summed: 

Neotectonic activity index= ΣFw*Fr , 

where Fw is the weight of each factor and Fr is the standardized rank value of 

each factor class. 

After accomplishing the weighting-ranking system for the neotectonic 

activity values, within the range of 0-100, reclassification will be needed to make 

interpretation easier (due to micro-facets presence, less smoothing representation 

occurs). The final classification will consist of five classes: i) very low; ii) low; iii) 

moderate; iv) high and; v) very high. Natural breaks in the cumulative frequency 

histogram of the values are considered for the grouping (determination of 

threshold values) (Ayalew, et al., 2004). 

 
8.3.6 Validation of the GIS-based MCDA approach 
  In order to assess the reliability of the final neotectonic activity map the 

outcomes need to be validated. The ground truth verification as presented by 

earlier chapter (see Chapter 7), where ground truthing and VLF measurements 

were accomplished can be considered on that basis. Such information can be 

useful to check whether the regions highlighted from the neotectonic activity map, 

as extracted in this chapter, fit with the investigations of the ground truthed tested 
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regions of Chapter 7. In addition, overlays of particular geomorphic indices, such 

as valley floor width index (Vf), stream length-gradient (Sl) and 

transverse topographic symmetry index (T) (see Chapter 5), can reinforce 

indications of anomalous values of these indices should fit with neotectonically 

active zones highlighted by the GIS-based MCDA.   
 
8.4 Results  
 
 This section presents: i) the spatial distribution maps to be used as inputs in 

the AHP procedure; ii) the extraction of criteria of weights by pairwise comparison 

matrices and; iii) the use of criteria weights to be used for the construction of an 

overall priority rating following WLC procedure. 
 
8.4.1 Spatial distribution maps 
 The thematic spatial distribution maps to be used in the GIS-based MCDA 

approach in this research are presented in Figure 8.2 (based on Chapters 5 & 6). 

The selection of the regions to apply this approach is based on the outcomes of 

Chapter 4, which highlighted the drainage basins under high neotectonic control.  

 

 
Normalised stream length-gradient 
(SLk) 

±

 
Slope gradient 

±  
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Fig. 8.2: The thematic map layers to be used in the GIS-based MCDA approach 

for the western region of the study area. 
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8.4.2 AHP procedure 
8.4.2.1 Evaluation of criterion weights 
 

The aforementioned spatial distributed maps were used for the AHP 

procedure and the extraction of criteria weights by pairwise comparison matrices 

was accomplished (Table 8.2). The table of intensity of importance is considered 

in the pairwise comparison matrices completion (see Table 8.1). The consistency 

ratio is also calculated and considered for the consistency of the criteria of 

weights, as it has to be lower than 0.1 (Fig. 8.3). In this study, an accepted 

consistency exists among the factors as the value of CR= 0.669, not exceeding 

values of 0.1.   
The Ar index, as it provides morphotectonic information like the SLk does, 

will be of “equal importance” in the pairwise comparison matrix. As the Ar is 

associated with orographic configuration and does not have a straightforward 

linkage with the stream network, will be of higher importance regarding thematic 

maps of drainage density, drainage frequency and TWI. So values of “moderate to 

strong importance” will have to be selected in the matrix. The thematic maps of 

lineament density, lineament frequency and slope will be of “equal to moderate 

importance” with Ar, as comparison of such maps can be associated with 

neotectonic information. 

 Similarly with Ar, the SLk thematic map provides important morphotectonic 

information, so “equal importance” will be conveyed in the matrix. The SLk map is 

more straightforward, linked with drainage network pattern and of “equal to 

moderate importance” regarding drainage density and drainage frequency. As 

stream length-gradient can be influenced and disrupted by lineaments/fault 

presence, it is of “moderate importance” among SLk and lineament density-

lineament frequency maps. Similarly “moderate importance” is to be selected 

between SLk and slope as their interrelationship can be considered as dependant, 

with slope potentially affecting the stream length-gradient of the stream. The SLk 

map might have a straightforward linkage with drainage network pattern but TWI 
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cannot be associated with any information regarding the streams length-gradient, 

so “strong importance” has to be selected in the pairwise comparison matrix. 

 The thematic maps of lineament density and lineament frequency will be of 

weights relative “equal importance” to each other. “Moderate importance” in the 

pairwise comparison matrix is the more appropriate selection between lineament 

density and lineament frequency with drainage density and drainage frequency. 

This is because their interrelationship can discriminate boundary zones where 

linear patterns of lineaments/faults separate zones of high or low drainage 

density/frequency values. Lineament density and lineament frequency can be 

dependant on slope so “moderate importance” in the matrix is the more 

appropriate selection.  

 The values to be selected in the pairwise comparison matrix regarding the 

drainage density and drainage frequency with slope will be of “equal to moderate 

importance” as slope can influence drainage network development.   

The lithology and the TWI are considered of “moderate to strong 

importance” with rest of the thematic maps in the pairwise comparison matrix. This 

is due to the fact that they do not indicate an actual tectonic signal in the final 

neotectonic activity map but need to be considered as the rest of the spatial 

distribution maps might be moderately dependant on those parameters. 
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Ar SLk 
Lineament 

density 
Lineament 
frequency 

Drainage 
density 

Drainage 
frequency Slope TWI Lithology 

Ar 1 1 2 2 4 4 2 5 4 
SLk 1 1 3 3 2 2 3 5 4 

Lineament 
density 0.5 0.333 1 1 3 3 3 6 4 

Lineament 
frequency 0.5 0.333 1 1 3 3 3 6 4 
Drainage 
density 

0.2
5 0.5 0.333 0.333 1 1 2 2 3 

Drainage 
frequency 

0.2
5 0.5 0.333 0.333 1 1 2 2 3 

Slope 0.5 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.5 0.5 1 3 4 
TWI 0.2 0.2 0.1667 0.1667 0.5 0.5 0.333 1 4 

Lithology 
0.2
5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.333 0.333 0.25 0.25 1 

 

Table 8.2: Matrix of factors criteria of weights evaluation with pairwise comparisons in AHP. 
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Eigenvalues Eigenvector of 

largest Eigenvalue 
Criteria weights Consistency ratio 

Cr (revision of 
preference values 
if Cr> 0.1) 

9.776 0.5355 0.2084 (Ar)  

 

 

 

 

 

0.0669 

0.0428 0.5557 0.2163 (Slk) 

0.0428 0.3821 0.1487 (Lineament 

density) 

-0.1619 0.3821 0.1487 (Lineament 

frequency) 

-0.1619 0.1841 0.717 (Drainage 

density) 

-0.2688 0.1841 0.717 (Drainage 

frequency) 

-0.2688 0.1701 0.662 (Slope) 

0 0.1008 0.0392 (TWI) 

0 0.0746 0.029 (Lithology) 

 
Fig. 8.3: Calculations extracted by AHP for criteria weights and consistency ratio. 

An accepted consistency exists among the factors as the value of CR= 0.669, not 

exceeding values of 0.1.   
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8.4.2.2 Constructing an overall priority rating using weighted linear 
combination (WLC) 

The acquired criteria of weights by the pairwise comparison matrices, as 

described in the methodology, are used in this section for the construction of an 

overall priority rating following the WLC procedure. Weights, rank values and 

standardized ratings of each factor are presented in Table 8.3. The acquired 

information are used in the equation described earlier in this chapter: 

Neotectonic activity index= ΣFw*Fr, where Fw is the weight of each factor and 

Fr is the standardized rank value of each factor class. 

 

Factors Weights Classes Rank 
values 

Standardized 
ratings  

Amplitude 
relief 

0.2084 501-550 
451-500 
401-450 
351-400 
301-350 
251-300 
201-250 
151-200 
101-150 
51-100 
0-50 

10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 

SLk 0.2163 35.1- 44 
25.1- 35 
17.1- 25 
13.1- 17 
10.6- 13 
8.6- 10.5 
6.6- 8.5 
5.1- 6.5 
3.6- 5 
2.1- 3.5 
0- 2 

10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 

Lineament 
density 

0.1487 10.1-12 
9.1-10 
8.1-9 
7.1-8 
6.1-7 
5.1-6 
4.1-5 

10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 

100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
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3.1-4 
2.1-3 
1.1-2 
0.1-1 

3 
2 
1 
0 

30 
20 
10 
0 

Lineament 
frequency 

0.1487 4.1-4.7 
3.7-4 
3.3-3.6 
2.9-3.2 
2.5-2.8 
2.1-2.4 
1.7-2 
1.3-1.6 
0.9-1.2 
0.5-0.8 
0.1-0.4 

10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 

Drainage 
density 

0.0717 3.3-3.45 
2.9-3.2 
2.5-2.8 
2.1-2.4 
1.7-2  
1.3-1.6 
0.9-1.2 
0.6-0.8 
0.1-0.4 

8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

100 
87.5 
75 
62.5 
50 
37.5 
25 
12.5 
0 

Drainage 
frequency 

0.717 3.7-3.95 
3.3-3.6 
2.9-3.2 
2.5-2.8 
2.1-2.4 
1.7-2  
1.3-1.6 
0.9-1.2 
0.6-0.8 
0.1-0.4 

10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 

Slope 
gradient 

0.0662 Very steep:      > 550 

Steep:          350-550 

Moderate:    150-350 

Gentle:         50-150 

Slight gentle: 20-50 

Flat surface:  00-20 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 

TWI 0.0392 0.527- 5,  incised V-shaped  
                valleys;  
5.1-7,       steep slopes and   
                major ridges; 
7.1-9,      gentle surface; 
9- 22.6,    flat surface 

3 
 
2 
 
1 
0 

100 
 
67 
 
33 
0 
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Lithology 0.029 Quaternary, weak formation 
(alluvial deposits); 
 
Neogene, weak formation 
(sedimentary rocks); 
 
Flysch, weak formation 
(sedimentary rocks that is 
deposited in a deep marine 
facies in the foreland basin 
of a developing orogen); 
 
Phyllite-Quartzite series, 
moderate formation (hard 
metamorphic rocks); 
 
Carbonate, strong formation 
(sedimentary rocks 
composed primarily of 
carbonate minerals). 
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Table 8.3: The weights and rank values of each factor and their classes 

respectively.  
 
The final outcome of the calculated neotectonic activity index is presented 

in figure 8.5. The final spatial distribution map assessing neotectonic activity is 

then reclassified into five categories: i) very low; ii) low; iii) moderate; iv) high and; 

v) very high (see figure 8.6). The reclassification was based on the natural breaks 

in the cumulative frequency histogram of the values by determining observed 

threshold values (Fig. 8.4).  
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Fig. 8.4: The natural breaks of the cumulative frequency histogram of the values 

are considered for the grouping. 

 

The final neotectonic activity map and its reclassified final neotectonic 

activity map are presented in figure 8.5 and 8.6 respectively. The higher the values 

are the more susceptible the area is to active tectonics. Based on the cumulative 

frequency histogram (Fig. 8.4), the class “very low” has values less than 24, the 

“low” from 25 to 36”, the “moderate” from 37 to 46, the “high” from 47 to 56 and the 

“very high” above 57. 
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Fig. 8.5: Assessment of neotectonic activity map, using AHP procedure and WLC 

procedure (overlaid in panchromatic TM8 band). 
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Fig. 8.6: Assessment of reclassified neotectonic activity map, using AHP 

procedure and WLC procedure (overlaid in panchromatic TM8 band). 

Neotectonic activity: 
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8.5 Validation 
 The assessment of the final neotectonic activity map in this research is 

validated by the overlay of non spatially analyzed morphotectonic indices 

calculated in Chapter 5. These indices are the Vf, T and Sl. Selection of the values 

indicative of tectonic control are selected for Vf and T indices and overlaid in the 

neotectonic activity map (Fig. 8.7 & Fig .8.8). Similarly, Sl index is overlaid on the 

neotectonic activity map to determine which anomalous values of stream length-

gradient are within the spatial zones of the neotectonic activity map, extracted by 

AHP (Fig. 8.9). A final neotectonic activity map with overlays of both Vf, S and T is 

presented in figure 8.10, where the higher density of indices indicating active 

tectonic control are observed. Moreover, as described in Chapter 7, ground 

truthing and VLF measurements indicated the presence of active tectonics in the 

same surrounding area. 
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Fig. 8.7: The final neotectonic activity map and the overlaid T index with green 

dots indicating high degree of asymmetry and stream migration (values T>0.5). 
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Fig. 8.8: The final neotectonic activity map and the overlaid Vf index with black 

triangles indicating mountain fronts with V-shaped valleys (values Vf<1). 
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Fig. 8.9: The final neotectonic activity map and the overlaid Sl index with values 

higher than 300, indicative of moderate to high anomalous values of stream 

length-gradient. 
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Fig. 8.10: The final neotectonic activity map with overlaid both Vf, T and Sl 

indices, referring to values of the indices that are indicative of zones undergoing 

active tectonics. The higher density presence of these indices fits with the 

extracted potentially active tectonics zones determined by the neotectonic activity 

map. 
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8.6 Discussion 
 This chapter has presented a GIS-based MCDA approach, regarding the 

assessment of neotectonic activity in western Crete. The use of nine thematic 

maps extracted in earlier chapters was considered as primary input data. These 

maps individually summarized geomorphological, geological and morphotectonic 

aspects. Their interpretation and interrelationships regarding these aspects can be 

associated with active tectonic determinations. 

 The main findings of this chapter consist of: i) determination of the criteria of 

weights on the basis of analytical hierarchy process (AHP); ii) evaluation of criteria 

of weights and overall priority rating, using weighted linear combination (WLC), of 

the factors to be considered in assessment of neotectonic activity and; iii) 

assessment of neotectonic activity map as a final product of previous two stages. 

The AHP procedure reduces a complex decision problem into simpler 

decision problems for the analyst to reach easier decision making. The use of 

pairwise comparisons for determining the weights of the criteria is capable of 

reducing the complexity. As described in the methodology and above the thematic 

maps can be discriminated in morphotectonic, geomorphological and geological 

criteria. The sum of the set of factor weights in the pairwise comparison matrix 

must be one (Drobne et al., 2009). The extracted weights of criteria revealed that 

morphotectonic maps can potentially contribute in total a value of 0.4247 to the 

final neotectonic activity map. The geomorphological criteria contribute a total 

value of 0.2974. Finally, the geological aspects are involved with a value of 0.3264 

to the final map, with a value of 0.2974 out of the total referring to information 

regarding lineament characteristics, being associated with tectonic control. A high 

total value of 0.722 (both morphotectonic and lineament characteristics criteria), 

which concerns neotectonic information, is contributed to the final neotectonic 

activity map.  

The advantage of pairwise comparison matrices against other methods for 

determination of weights is that the analyst can check the consistency of the 

weights by calculating the consistency ratio. This issue is not examined by other 

determination methods, where direct assignment of weights depends on the 
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analysts’ criticism (i.e. subjective judgment) (Sener, 2004). The calculated 

consistency ratio in this research was 0.669, indicating the good consistency of the 

selected factors within the pairwise comparison matrix. 

  As soon as the weighting of the factors, according to their relative 

importance, is determined, then the method of weighted linear combination (WLC) 

is considered. This method is most effective with factors that have been 

standardized within a similar scale range (Drobne et al, 2009). The standardization 

was based on a number of classes of each factor regarding the importance of the 

information associated with active tectonics, such as: i) slope gradient being 

moderate to steep and very steep; ii) high values or alignment zones of Ar 

parameter; iii) TWI values characterised by regions with major ridges, steep slopes 

and V-shaped valleys and; iv) areas with low frequency and density values, 

characterized by potential high tectonic activity and; v) zones with high lineament 

density and lineament frequency, highlighting regions under higher influence of 

tectonic control. 

The WLC method is then aggregated by multiplication of each standardized 

factor map by its factor weight and then sums up the results. The final map will 

have the same range of values as the standardized factor maps. The outcome 

product is reclassified to make interpretation easier. The final neotectonic activity 

map highlights the potential zones undergoing active tectonic control. These zones 

seem to be fitting with the non spatially analyzed morphotectonic indices (e.g. Vf, 

T, Sl) calculated in Chapter 5, which revealed anomalous values indicative of 

active tectonics within the zones determined by the AHP procedure. In addition, 

ground truthing and VLF measurements indicated the presence of active tectonics 

in the study area (see Chapter 7). 

The evaluation of the final neotectonic activity map (see Fig. 8.6) with the 

final tectonic lineament map (see Fig. 6.18) was considered to check the degree of 

faults identified within tectonically active zones. The evaluation was based on the 

lineament grouping described in section 6.4.1. A high percentage of the faults from 

the 1971 geological map (73%) were identified by the satellite imagery and DEM 

(see Fig. 8.11).  From these faults, 26% represent faults that were found within  
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Faults from 1971 geological map 
(535) 
 

Faults from geological map, which coincide 
with the satellite imagery and DEM analysis 
(395) 
 

Faults from geological map that coincide 
with the satellite imagery and DEM 
analysis, which are associated with 
tectonically active zones 
(105) 

Previously unrecorded 
lineaments by 1971 
geological map  
(678) 

Group 1 
- No tectonically active faults/lineaments 

-  Low angle faults  

- Faults with length less than 300m (threshold value for 
satellite imagery and DEM lineaments extraction) 

Group 2 
 

- Active faults 

- Tectonically active zones 

73% 

27% 

Faults from geological map which 
were not identified by satellite 
imagery and DEM 
(140) 

Lineaments that were identified by 
satellite imagery and DEM analysis 
(1073) 

37% 

63% 

Lineaments which 
are associated with 
tectonically active 
zones 
(365) 

54% 

26% 

Fig. 8.11: Flow diagram representation of fault and lineament groups on the basis of the study area drainage 

basins. The percentages corresponding to each group classification are presented.   
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tectonically active zones determined by the final neotectonic activity map. From 

the total identified lineaments/faults by satellite imagery and DEM, a high 

percentage (63%) consisted of previously unmapped features, with regard to the 

1971 geological map. From these lineaments/faults 54% were associated with 

tectonically active areas (Fig. 8.11). It is observed that remote sensing was 

powerful, in opposition with published geological map, to identify larger number of 

lineaments/faults within potential tectonic activity zones. As a consequence, better 

assessment of neotectonic activity hazards can be determined by decision maker 

analysts. 
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9.1 Conclusions 

The overall aim of this study was to develop a multidisciplinary methodology 

that embraces both the use of the latest developed sophisticated techniques and 

the robustn testing on the ground. A low-cost approach for the evaluation of 

neotectonic activity was performed by making use of geomorphic factors and 

geoinformatics to detect areas of neotectonic deformation. In order to achieve that 

target the study combines both Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and 

digital satellite data (DEMs and multispectral satellite imagery), with factors such 

as fracture patterns and drainage basin morphological variations. The integration 

and manipulation of the aforementioned aspects are seen as particularly valuable 

in regions that are poorly mapped, due to either inaccessibility or economic 

constraints, in spite of having the potential to produce damaging earthquakes. Any 

development in such regions should be guided by knowledge of the currently 

active tectonic framework.  

The test region for this research is the island of Crete, in southern Greece, 

which represents the closest emergent crust to the subduction zone defined by 

Eurasian and African tectonic plates. The geology and the tectonic structure are of 

high scientific interest, as the region is characterized by major tectonic structures, 

with active behaviour and recent ground deformation. A case in point is the 21 

July, 365 AD earthquake (Mw 8.3-8.5), the “Early Byzantine Tectonic Paroxysm”, 

produced coseismic uplift up to 9 meters on southwestern Crete (Fig. 2.1 & 2.2) 

(Thommeret et al., 1981; Pirazzoli et al., 1992; Kellletat, 1996; Stiros, 2001; 

Peterek, 2004; Pirazzoli, 2005; Shaw et.al, 2008). The zones of neotectonic 

faulting identified and validated by this methodology are of high importance for 

assessment of hazardous disasters, such as earthquakes.  

The main body of this study focuses on the analysis of geomorphic indices, 

which proved to be a relatively quick way to recognise characteristic features 

associated with deformation of the bedrock and the landscape. Initially, various 

geomorphic indices were considered to determine the regional response of 

drainage basins to neotectonic deformation. Then the drainage basins 

characterized by higher degrees of tectonic control were selected for examining 

particular geomorphic indices within the basins. Several other geomorphic indices 
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were then used with the view to detect indicative features of neotectonic 

deformation at a local scale. Such features include mountain fronts, stream 

deflection, and valley floors that show signs of uplift and tilting. The identification, 

mapping and evaluation of such features provides insights into the degree of 

neotectonic activity in relation to other factors, such as lithology. Some 

morphological anomalies in the study region appear to be due to lithological 

contacts, with differential weathering and erosion. Such “bedrock-control” cannot 

be differentiated from “tectonic-control”, solely on the basis of a given individual 

geomorphic index. However, the latter discrimination can be achieved by using 

assemblages of geomorphic indices that rely on the multi-criteria decision analysis 

(MCDA) approach. 

Geomorphic indices at the regional scale revealed neotectonic zones near 

to areas with high rates of uplift in the western part of the case study region. 

Infiltration capacity, surface run off, permeability, stream flow path types and 

erosion status were examined. This allowed an assessment of the interaction of 

fluvial processes (erosion or deposition), relative to tectonic deformation (uplift or 

subsidence), within each drainage basin. 

  Other geomorphic indices regarding local scale, provided information 

about the degree of mountain front tectonic activity, as well as the uplift and/or 

tilting of drainage basins, contributing in the identification of geomorphological 

anomalies associated with neotectonic ground deformation. GIS, DEMs and 

spatial distribution maps of geomorphic indices are tools that can highlight zones 

of neotectonic deformation. Therefore, a comparative study was carried out on the 

tectonic and geomorphological interactions in the landscape evolution of the case 

study region. 

The identification of zones of tilting and stream migration towards the 

drainage divide demonstrated that the surface ground deformation is due to 

neotectonic processes. Quantification of the sinuosity of mountain fronts enabled a 

classification into active, moderately active or inactive fronts. Mountain fronts that 

exhibit low sinuosity are recognised by the methodology as tectonically active. At a 

more detailed scale such linear mountain fronts can be subdivided into segments 
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that reflect the second order influence of lithology, with stronger rock types 

characterised by less sinuous segments than weaker lithologies. This relationship 

confirms that at the scale of the methodology, the erosional processes, are 

subordinated to the tectonic signal. 

The Vf index indicated the tectonic activity that takes place within particular 

mountain fronts, as the values increased upstream, a phenomenon that Verrios 

(2004) also observed for the Eliki fault, in Greece. The calculated Vf indices in the 

study region are repeated in alternating sequences (ie. 

increase/decrease/increase), illuminating certain sets of en-echelon active faults 

and associated local uplift parallel to the main mountain front.  

The hypsometric analysis revealed deep valley incision with relatively 

limited erosion outside of channels in certain drainage basins. Moreover, 

depositional surfaces and uplifted blocks were recognized by this analysis, 

implying the presence of tectonic control and neotectonic deformation within the 

drainage basins. 

The information extracted from the geomorphic analyses is particularly 

valuable as the active tectonics of the case study region are not known in detail. 

The basin asymmetry analysis highlighted tilting due to uplift or subsidence, while 

the rest of the geomorphic indices (eg. Smf, Vf, Sl etc) identified tectonically active 

regions.  

The southwestern drainage basins of the study region are mainly controlled 

by tectonic factors and are characterized by a high degree of active tectonics. 

Specific areas within these basins, characterised by a relatively strong tectonic 

signal, were selected for field verification of faults or fracture zones. Field and VLF 

surveys confirmed that the lineaments recognised as active by the methodology 

coincided with faults. Field observations verify the active faulting of these regions 

by NW-SE to E-W and NE-SW striking faults, which reflect the present tectonic 

regime. Their tectonic activity is confirmed by the presence of fault scarps, alluvial 

fan deposits and deep narrow river valleys incised close to mountain fronts.  Also, 

the fieldwork confirmed zones of high tectonic activity along particular mountain 

fronts, with the identification of slickenlines, breccia and fault-offset recent 
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deposits. The VLF method proved to be a relatively good solution for the 

identification of fracture zones, due to its portability and rapid data acquisition, 

relative to other geophysical methods.  

 Lineaments corresponding to faults shown on the IGME (1971) geological 

map were mapped by analysis of satellite imagery and DEMs. A relatively large 

number of lineaments (~63% of total lineaments identified by satellite imagery and 

DEM analysis) indicated previously unrecorded faults. Furthermore, a significant 

number of previously unrecorded faults (~54% of unrecorded lineaments) coincide 

with zones of neotectonic activity. The classification of lineament/fault azimuths 

was particularly useful for evaluating the current tectonic status of the study 

region. In particular, the pan-sharpening of Landsat ETM+ imagery and the 

creation of effective RGB combinations (i.e. [4*3*2][7*4*1][7*5*3]) provided useful 

images for the identification of the major lineaments and the enhancement of rock 

assemblages. 

 The final stage of this study examines certain key features of the various 

datasets presented through the assessment of the spatial neotectonic 

susceptibility of the study region and the use of a GIS based multi-criteria decision 

analysis (MCDA). The GIS based multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) was 

considered a strong approach to integrate various factors associated with tectonic 

activity and to highlight, spatially, potential zones that undergo active tectonic 

control in the study area. 

The main contribution of this study to the scientific community is the 

development of a geomorphometric approach that links computer-based 

geospatial observations with field observations and geophysical verification of 

faults. The Landsat ETM+ band combinations contributed to the identification of 

previously unrecorded lineaments/faults with regard to the 1971 geological map. 

These band combinations could also be used in geological mapping and mineral 

exploration studies. The VLF geophysical technique provides an effective method 

for delineation of fault zones in inaccessible and rough terrain. The methodology 

developed in this study represents a low-cost alternative to satellite radar 

interferometric analysis (InSAR) and differential GPS monitoring. Moreover, it is 
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applicable in heavily vegetated and seasonally snow covered regions where these 

expensive techniques have limited applicability. 

This study also improves our knowledge on the neotectonic activity in 

western Crete and, more generally, assists in the disaster risk reduction by 

providing a low-cost tool for highlighting zones of possible future fault rupture.  

9.2 Recommendations for future work 

In this section the elements comprising the main body of this work are 

evaluated in order to identify potential limitations (that may arise) and to propose 

some areas for future work (that can be considered). Although such considerations 

do not have a significant impact on the outcomes of this research, the 

improvement of its methological framework can extend its applicability.  

The use of a range of geomorphic indices, described in Chapter 4, are able 

to characterize the regional tectonic control of a drainage basin regarding its relief, 

hillslope/fluvial processes and shape/geometry observations. These indices 

provide a reconnaissance tool for determining a regional overview of the 

processes within a basin. The selection of the geomorphic indexes in this research 

belongs to different categories; there are indices associated with river channels 

characteristics (i.e. Dd, F, Rb etc), indices related with basins shape (i.e. Re, Rc 

etc) and indices linked with slope or relief characteristics (i.e HI, AF etc). The 

indices are limited by the fact that they are based only on mathematical equations 

to provide such information without any field surveys being considered at the 

current stage of this research. As reported by Sougnez and Vanacker (2011), such 

a wide range of applicability of indices does not suggest that a single geomorphic 

index can fully encompass the complex response of topography to tectonic uplift. 

For this reason, a multivariate analysis that makes use of such a range of 

characteristics, which represent the complexity of multiple landscape components, 

is able to provide a more reliable evaluation of the exogenous factors that have 

deformed the landscape. The factor analysis and the analytic hierarchy process 

(AHP) were used in this research because they provide common techniques for 

the decision making analysis. Nonetheless, there are some drawbacks which may 

arise with these techniques. The primary concern derives from the fact that in both 
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techniques, the decision maker analyst has to choose what the outcomes mean. 

For example, in the case of factor analysis, it is up to the analyst to accept whether 

the sets of variables are differentiated properly or not.  Likewise, In the case of the 

AHP, the analyst should choose the appropriate values for the weights of the 

various geomorphic indices so as to determine the actual scores. These facts 

suggest that some interrelationships might be hidden by these techniques and are 

likely to fail in recognising some actual information. For this reason, the fuzzy logic 

analytic hierarchy process (AHP) approach can be considered as essential for 

future work in order to overcome such doubts and to provide more realistic 

representations of the multiscale variability. Fuzzy AHP shows a more sufficient 

description of these kinds of decision making processes compared to the 

traditional AHP methods (Chang, 1996; Ribeiro, 1996; Lootsma, 1997) 

Various other geomorphic indices, presented in Chapter 5, are apparently 

controlled by local tectonic activity. The findings are similar to those in other 

studies that have been carried out such as Keller & Pinter, 1996; Silva et al., 2003; 

Hamdouni et al., 2008; García-Tortosa, 2008. Most of these studies examine 

geomorphic indices that are evaluated on particular indices at specific sites, such 

as a drainage basin or mountain front. Only few indices, such as SL and Ar, have 

been spatially analyzed to assess active tectonics (Ciotoli et al., 2003; Della Seta 

et al., 2004; Perez, 2008; Pedrera, 2009). Recent studies have attempted to use 

geomorphic indices by considering a GIS based summary index to spatially 

analyze the active tectonics of a region (e.g. Hamdouni et al., 2008; Alipoo et al., 

2011). They quantify several geomorphic indices that can be used to characterize 

active tectonics in order to provide a single index that highlights the degree of 

tectonic activity. Chapter 8 of this study seeks to meet those considerations by 

adopting spatially analyzed distribution maps (e.g. SLk, Ar, slope etc. are 

considered to be input datasets to accomplish an analytical hierarchy process 

(AHP) procedure). The information provided by these spatially analyzed maps can 

be interlinked within a model and their interrelationships can be associated to 

determine the spatial assessment of neotectonic activity (see Chapter 8 for further 

details). 
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The analysis of the slope-area relationship can be an area for future work 

with the view to compare aspects, such as concavity or steepness indices, with the 

spatial distribution maps evaluated herein, such as SLk and Ar. The concavity 

index and the steepness index are not the best techniques to examine gradient 

differences within the same river (such as SLk). Yet, they can still be valuable 

tools for the analysis and comparison of individual basins, to detect clear breaks in 

the slope–area regression line (Kirby et al., 2003).  

Non linear analysis is of an ever-increasing importance for studies such as 

those in geology and geomorphology. This is because it enables researchers to 

quantify and to rigorously analyze their spatial patterns (Turcotte 1992; Watterson 

1986; Dombradi et al. 2007; Martinez et al. 2007; Dong 2009; Shahzad, 2010). 

This analysis can provide a future work direction, for the identification of 

heterogeneities in natural patterns and examination of their causes. For instance, 

with morphotectonic analyses, the heterogeneities can be determined by the 

occurrence of linearity and asymmetries in drainage networks due to the ongoing 

surface and subsurface geological processes (Bull 2007; Shahzad, 2010). Non 

linear analyses are useful methods for the analysis of drainage system evolution 

and their usage to investigate the relative distribution of surface deformation 

(Guillermo et al. 2004; Dombradi et al. 2007). Such analyses can discriminate 

uplifted regions with variable homogeneity and orientation (Shahzad, 2010). Non 

linear analysis involves fractal analysis and can be used for the quantitative 

description of geomorphological features (see for instance, Ben-Zion & Sammis 

2003; Dombradi et al. 2007; Gloaguen et al. 2008).  

As the Malczewski study in 2006 suggests, about77% of the papers related 

to GIS multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), published between 1990 and 2004, 

used deterministic information. This illuminates the further capabilities concerning 

GIS-based multi-criteria spatial decision making, as there are several proposals to 

incorporate multi-criteria methods supporting imprecision, uncertainty and 

fuzziness (Jiang & Eastman, 2000). Yager and Kelman (1999) employed the AHP 

by using ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operators, to suggest the 

improvement of the capabilities of AHP, through the integration of the fuzzy 

linguistic OWA operators into the decision making analysis. The inclusion of the 
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AHP and OWA can provide a more solid multi-criteria decision making tool for 

structuring and solving decision problems, including spatial decision problems. 

The AHP-OWA procedure extends the work of Marinoni (2004) on the AHP 

method for spatial multi-criteria decision analysis and takes into consideration the 

suggestion of Yager and Kelman (1999) with the view to improve the capabilities 

of the conventional AHP method by means of integrating it with fuzzy linguistic 

OWA operators. The use of both AHP and OWA can enable AHP to include 

quantifier-guided aggregation instead of simple weighted averaging into the 

process of aggregation of criterion values, thus, providing a better quantification of 

spatial decision analysis (Boroushaki & Malczewski, 2008; Meng et al., 2011). 

 Finally, in this research assessment of the final neotectonic activity map 

was based on the findings of ground truthing, VLF measurements, and specific 

geomorphic indices. These were successful in justifying lineaments/faults and 

identifying regions of neotectonic activity within the zones depicted on the final 

neotectonic assessment map. Another alternative procedure to validate the final 

map product is the application of sensitivity analysis (SA), which can determine 

how changes in criteria weights affect evaluation outcomes spatially and 

quantitatively (Al-Mashreki et al., 2011). 


